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Appointment of 
Independent Directors in 
Anticipation of a Chapter 11 
Filing



• When a company is in financial distress, one of the first action items on the checklist of restructuring
counsel is ensuring that there is at least one “independent” director sitting on the Board of Directors. In
such circumstances, actions taken by the company are under greater scrutiny by its creditors and,
therefore, it is important to ensure that an independent board member is analyzing and authorizing
company decisions on behalf of the Board.

• Appointment of an independent director is especially important if a bankruptcy filing is imminent, as all
non-ordinary course transactions (e.g., asset sales, new employee compensation programs or
modifications thereto, new financing arrangements or modifications thereto), especially transactions
with related parties, will be scrutinized by creditors and, in some cases, a chapter 11 trustee or
examiner.

• Lenders may also demand appointment of an independent director as part of the terms of providing a
forbearance or other accommodation and/or in connection with funding to bridge the company toward
a comprehensive restructuring

– From the lender perspective, this protects against Board decisions favorable to equityholders at the
expense of the interests of the company’s financial and operational prospects (and, therefore,
creditor interests)

– In order to avoid potential “lender liability”, lenders may prefer to have a consent right over the
selection of the independent director, rather than having the right to appoint the independent
director itself

Appointment of Independent Directors in 
Anticipation of a Chapter 11 Filing
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• Oftentimes, these pre-bankruptcy, non-ordinary course transactions give rise to litigation claims,
including, but not limited to, breach of fiduciary duty and fraudulent transfer claims, which are brought
on behalf of the debtor’s estate (referred to herein as “estate causes of action”) by a trustee/debtor-in-
possession, or another party granted standing by the bankruptcy court (typically the unsecured
creditors committee (the “UCC”)).

– In many chapter 11 cases, estate causes of action are often a significant, if not the only, source of
recovery for general unsecured creditors.

– In chapter 11, the concept of “related parties” is encompassed by the statutory definition of “insider”
set forth in Section 101(31) of the Bankruptcy Code and includes “affiliates” of the debtor (as such
term is defined in Section 101(2) of the Bankruptcy Code), the directors and officers of the debtor,
as well as persons in control of the debtor.

• An independent director, especially one with experience in distressed situations, can help bolster
relationships and creditability with key creditors and other important constituents amid a company’s
financial distress.

– For example, in connection with the Frontier Communications restructuring (which ultimately was
effectuated through chapter 11 cases), the Board appointed four independent directors with
extensive restructuring and turnaround experience and formed a special “Finance Committee” to,
among other things, develop a new business plan and evaluate various strategic alternatives. See
June 7, 2019, Press Release, “Frontier Announces Election of Three New Directors”.

Appointment of Independent Directors in 
Anticipation of a Chapter 11 Filing (cont’d)
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What Constitutes a 
“Disinterested” and 
“Independent Director”



• Section 101(14) of the Bankruptcy Code defines the term “disinterested person” as “a person that—(A)
is not a creditor, an equity security holder, or an insider; (B) is not and was not, within 2 years before
the date of the filing of the petition, a director, officer, or employee of the debtor; and (C) does not have
an interest materially adverse to the interest of the estate or of any class of creditors or equity security
holders, by reason of any direct or indirect relationship to, connection with, or interest in, the debtor, or
for any other reason.”

• The term “independent director” does not have a firmly established definition in the context of state and
bankruptcy law, but in substance, it is a director with no material relationship (personal or financial) with
the corporation. See American College of Bankruptcy Program, Oct. 5, 2021, “Independent Directors,
CROs and Examiners: Managing Conflicts in Multi-Debtor Chapter 11 Mega-Cases”.

– Under Delaware corporate law, with respect to finding that a director is independent, a director’s
decision must be “based on the corporate merits of the subject before the board rather than
extraneous considerations or influences”. Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 816 (Del. 1984). A
director lacks independence if he or she is “beholden” to the interested party or interested
director(s), or is so under such party’s or person’s influence such that the director’s “discretion would
be sterilized.” Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927, 936 (Del. 1993) (citing Aronson, 473 A.2d at 815).

What Constitutes a “Disinterested” and 
“Independent Director”
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• In the context of chapter 11 cases, the “disinterestedness” and “independence” of so-called
independent directors is frequently challenged by creditors and other interested parties on the grounds
that the director has numerous business and professional ties to the debtor’s equityholders and/or on
the grounds that interested equityholders and/or directors subject to the investigation of the special
committee handpicked the independent directors themselves.

– For example, in the Nine West bankruptcy cases, the UCC challenged the independence of the two
independent directors constituting the special committee tasked with investigating Sycamore in
connection with its LBO of Nine West because Sycamore affiliated directors approved the selection
of the two independent directors. See UCC Standing Motion, Oct. 22, 2018, at Docket No. 756, In
re Nine West Holdings, Inc., 18-10947 (SCC).

– Similarly, the UCC in the Sanchez Energy bankruptcy cases also asserted that the special
committee to the debtors was not truly independent because it was a group handpicked by the
same insiders that were the subject of the investigation. See UCC Objection to Special Committee
Counsel Retention Application, Sept. 27, 2019, at Docket No. 407, In re Sanchez Energy
Corporation, 19-34508 (MI).

What Constitutes a “Disinterested” and 
“Independent Director” (cont’d)
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• The “independence” of independent directors, particularly in the context of their suitability to
investigate and prosecute estate causes of action against the debtor’s insiders, has also been
challenged based on relationships that the independent directors themselves, or their outside
advisors, have with the debtor’s general restructuring counsel.

– In Nine West, the independence of the special committee was also attacked by the UCC in its
derivative standing motion on the grounds that their outside counsel, Munger, Tolles & Olsen, had
been appointed as counsel to special committees by Nine West’s general primary bankruptcy
counsel, Kirkland & Ellis, in six other recent bankruptcy cases where Kirkland had served as
primary bankruptcy counsel for the debtors. The UCC’s standing motion was ultimately withdrawn
as part of a settlement with the debtors, their private equity sponsor, and the debtors’ senior
lenders.

– Similarly, in Sanchez Energy, the independence of the special committee was attacked by the UCC
in its objection to the special committee’s retention of outside counsel on the grounds that one of
the two independent directors had longstanding ties to the debtor’s primary bankruptcy counsel.
The court ultimately approved the special committee’s proposed retention.

What Constitutes a “Disinterested” and 
“Independent Director” (cont’d)
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Role of the Independent 
Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy



• The role of the independent director on the board of a distressed company prior to filing for bankruptcy
will vary based on the facts and circumstances.

– At a minimum, the independent director will typically take the lead on making recommendations
with respect to related party/insider transactions.

– In connection with preparing for a chapter 11 filing, the independent director may also take the lead
on overseeing and communicating with restructuring advisors, negotiating with funded debt
creditors on relevant prepetition agreements (such as debtor-in-possession financing and a
restructuring support agreement), and crafting a communications strategy with employees, vendors
and customers related to the chapter 11 filing.

• The use of an independent director and/or special committee alone does not automatically protect the
Board from a higher degree of scrutiny. The independent director and or special committee must have
actual bargaining power without interference and the real ability to decide whether to accept or reject
the terms of an offer. See, e.g., Rabkin v. Olin Corp., No. 7547, 1990 WL 47648, at *861-62 (Del. Ch.
Apr. 17, 1990), aff’d 586 A.2d 1202 (Del. 1990); In re First Boston, Inc. S’holder Litig., No. 10338, 1990
Del. Ch. LEXIS 74 (June 7, 1990).

Role of the Independent Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy
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• Boards frequently delegate authority to independent directors through formation of a special
committee by Board resolution. The Board of Directors may completely delegate to the special
committee decision making authority for decisions on behalf of the Board, or simply authorize the
special committee to make recommendations to the Board with respect to voting on the proposed
action.

– For example, under Delaware corporate law, “the board of directors may, by resolution passed by a
majority of the whole board, designate one or more committees, each committee to consist of 1 or
more of the directors of the corporation” and “such committee, to the extent provided in the
resolution of the board of directors, or in the bylaws of the corporation, shall have and may exercise
all the powers and authority of the board of directors in the management of the business and affairs
of the corporation”. See Delaware General Corporation Law § 141(c).

Role of the Independent Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy (cont’d)
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• Examples of special committee responsibilities and scope of authority include:

– oversee, direct, and, to the extent determined appropriate by the special committee, participate in
discussions and negotiations with respect to any sale, financing, restructuring and/or
recapitalization transactions (collectively, “Alternative Transactions”) of the company;

– provide review and oversight regarding all Alternative Transactions or other situations involving
actual or potential conflicts of interest or other related party issues between the company or its
subsidiaries, on one hand, and the company’s equityholder

– consider and evaluate any Alternative Transaction or any action, agreement, or undertaking related
to or in furtherance thereof on behalf of the company and make recommendations to the Board;

– oversee the negotiation, documentation, and, if approved by the Board, the execution and
implementation of any Alternative Transaction; and

– recommend to the Board such other corporate steps or actions as the special committee considers
necessary or desirable to carry out its mandate

Role of the Independent Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy (cont’d)
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• In a distressed situation where the company’s Board of Directors anticipates that the company will
need to file for chapter 11 and that a UCC will be formed in such chapter 11 case, and such UCC may
demand that the debtor bring estate causes of action against related parties/insiders of the debtor with
respect to prepetition transactions, the Board may also delegate to the special committee the authority
to prosecute, investigate and settle any colorable causes of action that the company could assert
against such parties. Such appointment may also happen during the chapter 11 case itself in
response to a formal or informal creditor request to pursue estate causes of action.

– For example, in connection with the Purdue Pharmacy chapter 11 cases, prior to filing for
bankruptcy, Purdue Pharma’s governance documents were amended to “irrevocably grant[] an
independent Special Committee of the Board of Directors exclusive authority over the prosecution,
defense, and settlement of any causes of action Purdue Pharma may assert against its
shareholders as well as members of the Sackler Families and their affiliates.” See Debtors’
Amended Disclosure Statement, May 26, 2021, at Docket No. 2937 at pg. 68, In re Purdue Pharma
L.P., 19-23649 (RDD). The Purdue Pharma special committee is discussed on slide 25.

Role of the Independent Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy (cont’d)
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• In a situation where a company’s outside restructuring counsel has a significant business relationship
with the company’s equityholders, directors and/or officers, the special committee may retain separate
counsel to advise it, especially in connections with an investigation of estate claims against interested
parties.

– For example, in connection with the Neiman Marcus bankruptcy cases, the debtor’s general
bankruptcy counsel was Kirkland & Ellis, but the special committee formed to “to act on behalf of
[Neiman Marcus] in these cases with respect to matters (“Conflict Matters”) in which a conflict
exists between [Neiman Marcus] and its shareholders and affiliates or its managers, directors and
officers” retained the law firm of Willkie Farr & Gallagher to advise it in connection with its
“investigation into certain prepetition transactions of the Debtors relating to the Debtors’ non-debtor
affiliate, MyTheresa” and the debtors’ potential causes of action against its shareholders and
directors and officers in connection therewith. See Debtors’ Application to Employ Willkie Farr &
Gallagher LLP as Counsel to the Disinterested Managers, June 4, 2020, at Docket No. 763, In re
Neiman Marcus Group LTD LLC, 20-32519 (DRJ).

Role of the Independent Director Prior to 
Bankruptcy (cont’d)
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• In some situations, it may not be optimal for the company to retain an independent director for
purposes of evaluating restructuring/alternative transactions generally and/or that may implicate
insiders or insider interests. Although independence at the Board level is preferred, delegation to an
independent officer with plenary decision-making authority subject to Board consent may be what is
necessary under the particular circumstances.

– For example, the Board may delegate to an officer of the company, such as a chief restructuring
officer, exclusive authority to negotiate and make recommendations to the Board concerning all-
restructuring-related decisions, or at least decisions implicating the interests of insiders.

• The effectiveness of vesting an officer with this type of authority will depend on various factors,
including (i) the independence of the officer, (ii) the circumstances of appointment of the officer and (iii)
the ability of the Board to terminate the officer.

– An officer, such as a chief restructuring officer from a reputable financial advisory firm, with little to
no connection to the company’s equity holders and other insiders, will be far more effective than
delegating authority to an existing officer or anyone else with longstanding ties to equity, the Board
and other insiders.

– Further, such officer’s independence will be additionally bolstered if is difficult to terminate him or
her (e.g., requires unanimous consent of the Board) .

Independent Director Alternatives
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Governance of the Debtor 
in Chapter 11



Governance of the Debtor in Chapter 11
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• Upon filing a voluntary petition for relief under chapter 11 or, in an involuntary case, the entry of an
order for relief, the debtor automatically assumes an additional identity as the “debtor in possession.”
11 U.S.C. § 1101.

• A debtor will remain a debtor in possession until the debtor’s plan of reorganization is confirmed and
goes effective, the debtor's case is dismissed or converted to chapter 7, or a chapter 11 trustee is
appointed.

– The appointment or election of a trustee occurs only in a small number of cases. Generally, the
debtor, as “debtor in possession,” operates the business and performs many of the functions that a
trustee performs in other cases. 11 U.S.C. § 1107(a). In addition to an independent director,
appointment of a chief restructuring officer may also protect against appointment of a trustee or
examiner.

• The concept of allowing the debtor to remain in possession is "premised upon an assurance that the
officers and managing employees can be depended upon to carry out the fiduciary responsibilities of a
trustee." Wolf v. Weinstein, 372 U.S. 633, 651 (1963) (“[S]o long as the Debtor remains in possession,
it is clear that the corporation bears essentially the same fiduciary obligation to the creditors as does
the trustee . . . .”).

• The appointment of an independent director is often done in anticipation of a creditor challenging the
debtor’s ability to function as fiduciary for creditors independent from the influence of equityholders.



• Once in chapter 11, the Board of Directors of the debtor-in-possession owe additional fiduciary duties
to the creditors of the debtor’s estate in accordance with the law of the state of the debtor’s
incorporation and under federal bankruptcy law.

• Although the Bankruptcy Code does not specifically address the fiduciary duties of the trustee (and
debtor-in-possession) they are derived from the state law duties of care and loyalty.

– See 7 Collier on Bankruptcy P 1108.04 (“When called upon to review, retrospectively, actions taken
by trustees and debtors in possession, courts have concluded that trustees and managers of
debtors in possession, like officers and directors of a corporation outside of bankruptcy, are
required to exercise the measure of care, diligence and skill that an ordinarily prudent person would
exercise under similar circumstances”). Id.

– See also In re Innkeepers USA Tr., 442 B.R. 227, 235 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“In a bankruptcy
case, it is ‘Bankruptcy 101’ that a debtor and its board of directors owe fiduciary duties to the
debtor's creditors to maximize the value of the estate, and each of the estates in a multi-debtor
case.”)

Governance of the Debtor in Chapter 11 
(cont’d)
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• The primary state law fiduciary duties of directors and officers are the duty of care and the duty of
loyalty.

– The duty of care obligates every corporate director and officer to discharge duties to the corporation
with the same diligence, care, and skill which ordinary prudent persons exercise in their personal
affairs

• Both outside and inside of bankruptcy, the standard of review as to whether a director and/or officer took
corporate action consistent with his or her fiduciary duties depends on whether such corporate
fiduciaries were interested in the transaction being reviewed and or were free from conflict

• The most deferential standard of review is the “business judgment rule” standard. The business
judgment rule “is a presumption that in making a business decision the directors of a corporation acted
on an informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that the action taken was in the best interests
of the company.” See In re Latam Airlines Group S.A., 620 B.R. 722, 768 (S.D.N.Y. Bankr. 2020)

– The business judgment rule “shields corporate decision-makers and their decisions from judicial
second-guessing when the following elements are present: ‘(1) a business decision, (2)
disinterestedness, (3) due care, (4) good faith, and (5) according to some courts and commentators,
no abuse of discretion or waste of corporate assets.’” Id. (emphasis added).

Governance of the Debtor in Chapter 11 
(cont’d)
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• Courts apply a “heightened scrutiny” test in assessing the bona fides of a transaction among a debtor
and an insider of the debtor. “In applying heightened scrutiny, courts are concerned with the integrity
and entire fairness of the transaction at issue, typically examining whether the process and price of a
proposed transaction not only appear fair but are fair and whether fiduciary duties were properly taken
into consideration.” Innkeepers, 442 B.R. at 231

– Where “heightened scrutiny” is applied, the “independence” and “disinterestedness” of the
independent and disinterested director(s) authorizing the debtor to proceed with the proposed
transaction, as well as the process the independent director(s) employed to evaluate such
proposed transaction, will be key to the transaction’s approval.

Governance of the Debtor in Chapter 11 
(cont’d)
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• Courts apply a “heightened scrutiny” test in assessing the bona fides of a transaction among a debtor
and an insider of the debtor. “In applying heightened scrutiny, courts are concerned with the integrity
and entire fairness of the transaction at issue, typically examining whether the process and price of a
proposed transaction not only appear fair but are fair and whether fiduciary duties were properly taken
into consideration.” Innkeepers, 442 B.R. at 231

– Where “heightened scrutiny” is applied, the “independence” and “disinterestedness” of the
independent and disinterested director(s) authorizing the debtor to proceed with the proposed
transaction, as well as the process the independent director(s) employed to evaluate such
proposed transaction, will be key to the transaction’s approval.

Governance of the Debtor in Chapter 11 
(cont’d)
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Select Cases Where 
Independent Directors 
Were Successful 



• Edison Mission Energy (“EME”), a California-based energy and development firm filed a voluntary chapter 11
petition in the Northern District of Illinois in December 2012 as a result of an overleveraged balance sheet and
liquidity issues. In the years preceding the chapter 11 case, Edison’s non-debtor parent company – Edison
International (“EIX”) – received a number of significant distributions from EME. In 2012, just months before
the bankruptcy, EIX received $183 million from EME and terminated a tax-sharing agreement between the
two entities. Prior to commencing a chapter 11 case, EME hired two experienced restructuring professionals
to serve as independent directors to investigate potential causes of action against its parent, EIXand to make
decisions with respect to executive compensation.

• The UCC filed a motion to obtain derivative standing to prosecute claims against EIX and the debtor’s Board
on the basis that the debtor, its outside counsel, and the independent directors investigating potential causes
of action against EIX, were compromised. Separately, the U.S. Trustee objected to the debtor’s request to
distribute up to $7.5 million in bonuses to EME employees, including $6.4 million in incentives to insiders.

• Following testimony of one of the independent directors in support of the proposed compensation, Judge
Jacqueline Cox of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Chicago, IL allowed the payments to insiders as proper
incentive payments under the Bankruptcy Code over the U.S. Trustee’s objection. Also, the independent
directors successfully negotiated a global settlement with it all of its major funded debt creditors, the UCC
(including withdrawal of their standing motion) and the debtor’s parent, EIX, which included significant
contributions from EIX.

In Re: Edison Mission Energy, et al., 
No. 12-49219 (JPC) (Bankr. N.D. II)
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• In July 2013, textbook publisher Cengage Learning filed for chapter 11 as a result of too much leverage
following its 2007 LBO by private equity sponsor Apax Partners. Prior to Cengage’s chapter 11 filing, Apax
purchased $1 billion of Cengage first lien debt at a discount on the open market.

• Approximately six months before its chapter 11 filing, Cengage appointed a new independent director (a
former restructuring lawyer), who engaged his own law firm to represent him in connection with an
investigation as to whether Apax violated its fiduciary duties by acquiring the company’s first lien debt at a
discount. The independent director and his law firm filed a report with the Bankruptcy Court with respect its
investigation, ultimately concluding that it was “not in [the company’s] best interest to pursue claims against
Apax [Partners]”

• Following the filing of the independent director’s report, the Bankruptcy Court deferred to the independent
director’s findings and approved a plan of reorganization that provided for the equitization of the first lien held
by Apax and other non-Apax affiliated first lien debt holders.

In Re: Cengage Learning, Inc., 
No. 13-44106 (ESS) (Bankr. E.D.N.Y.)
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• Station Casinos, Inc and its subsidiaries (collectively, “SCI”) owned and operated 10 major hotel/casino
properties, plus eight smaller casino properties in the Las Vegas metro area. In July 2009, SCI filed for
chapter 11 without any restructuring support agreement with its key creditor constituencies.

• After nine months in bankruptcy, SCI proposed to divide its property assets (“PropCo”) and opco (“OpCo”)
assets, with the OpCo assets sold to affiliates of SCI’s equityholders, the Fertitta family, as the stalking horse
bidder. Both Opco and PropCo had separate independent directors, each with their own counsel.

• Over the objection of Boyd Gaming, a local competitor, and other creditor constituencies, the Bankruptcy
Court approved the bidding procedures, finding that, among other things, (i) the OpCo board, in its exercise of
its discretion, appropriately negotiated modifications to its master lease with ProCo and the related auction
process “would collective result in the maximization of the value of the OpCo estate for the benefit of the
OpCo constituencies” and (ii) that both the master lease modifications and auction procedures satisfied the
“heightened scrutiny of the ‘entire fairness’ standard.”

– The crux of Boyd Gaming’s objection was that the “split of the enterprise” was knowingly “more
problematic for a non-Insider buyer than it would be if the enterprise were sold as a whole”, and
that it was “highly questionable whether the Debtors can be truly impartial and fair in their
decisions” since the Debtors’ insiders benefit from the Plan, and the independent director would not
have unilateral authority to designate the Successful Bidder.

In Re: Station Casinos, Inc.
No. – 09-52477 (GWZ) (Bankr. D. Nevada)
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• Purdue Pharma L.P. and its wholly owned direct and indirect subsidiaries (“Purdue”) are pharmaceutical
companies that manufacture, sell, or distribute, among other products, extended-release, long-acting, abuse-
deterrent opioid pain medications, including OxyContin. Prior to fling for bankruptcy in September 2019,
Purdue and its equity owners, the Sackler Family, were the target more than 2,900 civil actions pending in
various state and federal courts and other fora cross the United States and its territories.

• In May of 2019, the Board of Directors of Purdue formed a special committee consisting of four directors from
the at-large board that had no prior relationship with the controlling shareholders, the Sackler family. The
special committee was tasked with overseeing the settlement of the company’s opioid lawsuits, as well as
investigating claims that Purdue may have against its shareholders (the Sackler Family) and other affiliates.

• On March 15, 2021, Purdue filed a plan of reorganization that included a global settlement with the Sacker
Family with respect to estate and opioid claims. One June 1, 2021, a plaintiff in one of the opioid lawsuits
filed a motion to appoint an examiner to analyze whether the special committee was in fact independent and
not subject to the influence of the Sacker family on the basis that (i) the global settlement was discussed with
the at-large board, (ii) the independent directors constituting the special committee were not insulated from
removal until November 2019 (two months after the petition date), and (iii) the independent directors’
independence may be clouded by a desire to maintain business relationships with the Sacker Family.

• On July 19, 2021, the examiner filed a report concluding that there was no evidence that the directors were
unduly influenced by the Sackler family based on (i) lack of direct communication with them and (ii) evidence
of independent analysis and negotiation between the Sackler Family and the special committee.

In Re: Purdue Pharma L.P., et al., No. –
19-23649 (RDD) (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.)
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Other Relevant Cases Related to 
Distressed Company Governance



• In June of 2019, SportCo Holdings, Inc. and various affiliates (collectively, “SportCo”), a marketer and
distributor of hunting and fishing products and accessories, filed for chapter 11 in the Delaware Bankruptcy
Court.

• The chapter 11 case consisted of a 363 sale and plan of liquidation. The primary source of recovery for
general unsecured creditors was estate claims, including claims against the Debtors’ directors & officers,
which were assigned to a litigation trust under the plan.

• Following plan confirmation, the litigation trustee filed a complaint against the company’s former directors, all
of whom were affiliated with the debtors’ pre-petition private equity sponsor, asserting, breach of fiduciary duty
of care and loyalty claims in connection with the director defendants’ rejection of an out-of-court restructuring
proposal made by the term lenders prior to bankruptcy on the basis that it did not include a broad release and
indemnity in favor of the directors and private equity sponsor.

• In denying the motion to dismiss the litigation trustee’s breach of duty of loyalty claim, the court rejected the
director defendants’ argument that individual releases were not a “private interest” exclusive to the directors
(as opposed to also benefiting the company). The court instead found that whether individual releases might
have benefited SportCo was a factual question that could not be resolved on a motion to dismiss.

• If a special committee consisting of independent directors had been formed to evaluate and negotiate the out-
of-court restructuring proposal, the strength of the litigation trustee’s breach of duty of loyalty claim (and the
likelihood that litigation would be brought in the first place) would have been significantly diminished.

In Re: SportCo Holdings, Inc. et al. No-19-
11299 (JKS) (Bankr. Del.)
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• Like the SportCo chapter 11 cases, the Toys “R” Us bankruptcy cases were “free-fall” cases and the
unsecured creditor claimants’ recovery was significantly impaired and largely limited to proceeds from estate
causes of action.

• At a very high level, the Toys “R” Us enterprise consisted of three different (but at times, overlapping) debtor
and accompanying creditor groups: (1) Toys “R” Us Inc. and certain direct and indirect subsidiaries
(collectively, but excluding the Toys Delaware Debtors (as defined below), the “TRU Debtors”), which
constituted the U.S business and included indirect ownership of the Toys “R” Us trademarks and other
intellectual property; (2) Propco I and Propco II (the “Propco Debtors”), consisting of owned real estate that
was leased to affiliates; and (3) TRU Taj LLC and certain direct and indirect subsidiaries (collectively, the “Taj
Debtors”; together with the TRU Debtors, the Toys Delaware Debtors, and the Propco Debtors, the “Toys
Debtors”) consisting of the international subsidiaries.

• Combined, the Toys Debtors had over $5 billion of funded debt obligations. The TRU Debtors and Taj Debtors
chapter 11 cases were filed on September 18, 2017. Two independent directors were appointed to the TRU
Board on September 13, 2017 for the purpose of taking control of decisions for which the other directors
would have conflicts of interest.

– Note that the chapter 11 filings were precipitous, which was due in large part due to news reports
that Toys “R” Us had engaged restructuring advisors and was considering restructuring options,
which caused suppliers to begin to pull trade credit and withhold products amid generally tighter
liquidity conditions and right before the holiday inventory build.

In Re: In re: Toys “R” Us, Inc., et. al.), No. 
20-03038-KLP (Bankr. E.D. Va.) 
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• As part of the Toys Delaware Debtors and TRU Debtors respective chapter 11 plans, certain general, unsecured, and
administrative expense creditors of the Toys Delaware Debtors and TRU Debtors received interests in a litigation trust
(the “TRU Creditor Litigation Trust”) as part of their recovery, which was formed to prosecute estate causes of action
against the TRU Debtors’ directors and officers.

• On March 12, 2020, the TRU Creditor Litigation Trust filed a complaint against certain TRU D&Os (the “TRU D&O
Defendants”) alleging various claims, including breach of fiduciary duty of care and loyalty claims relating to the TRU
Board’s decision to incur $3.1 billion of debtor-in-possession financing to fund a plan process premised on the Toys
Debtors emerging from bankruptcy as a going concern rather than a “structured wind-down.” The crux of the complaint
asserted that the Board’s decision to pursue a going concern restructuring process was an “irrational” gamble that was
driven by the TRU D&O Defendants’ personal interests rather than based on an informed analysis to pursue a path
forward that would “maximize the value of the enterprise for TRU’s creditors” .

• In denying the TRU D&Os motion to dismiss certain breach of fiduciary duty claims, the bankruptcy court found that
TRU Creditor Litigation Trust “documented extensive evidence and supporting case law” in support of its argument
that, among other things, the “Defendants were not disinterested, failed to consider material information reasonably
available to them, failed to consider reasonable alternatives, and abdicated decision-making process to Defendant
Brandon, the CEO of Tru, who was the recipient of the largest bonus.”

• Although the litigation was ultimately settled, the litigation may have been avoided (or at least the bankruptcy court may
have dismissed all breach of fiduciary claims) if decision-making authority was exclusively vested with the independent
directors.

In Re: In re: Toys “R” Us, Inc., et. al.), No. 
20-03038-KLP (Bankr. E.D. Va.) (cont’d)
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 Reasons for the rise
 Preemption of role of creditors committee
 Independence Issues
 Adequacy of investigations
 Adequacy of Settlements

RISE OF BANKRUPTCY DIRECTORS
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 Recent study found that use of bankruptcy directors rose from 3.7% in
2004 to 48.3% in 2019.
 In 60% of cases with bankruptcy directors, there was a controlling

shareholder; half of those cases involved private equity firms.
 Study contends that unsecured recoveries are 21% lower in cases where

debtors appoint bankruptcy directors.

USE  OF  BANKRUPTCY DIRECTORS INCREASING
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 Independent directors widely used by Delaware businesses to address conflicts
arising from:
 Sale of business transactions.
 Litigation involving conflicts.
 Derivative litigation.

 Push for independent directors driven by Sarbanes-Oxley Act and revised rules for
independent directors of public companies.
 Delaware courts encouraged the use of independent directors: they regularly gave

more deference to board decisions made by independent directors.
 Critics argue that independent directors nevertheless accommodate goals of

controlling shareholders.
 Debtors sought to translate benefits of Delaware independent directors to chapter 11

cases.

INCREASE  DRIVEN BY  DELAWARE EXPERIENCE
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 Pre-petition appointment of bankruptcy directors provides debtors the
ability to handle conflicts.
 Presence of independent directors demonstrates debtor’s sensitivity to

conflict issues with court and US trustee.
 Debtors position bankruptcy directors as neutral experts and argue their

determinations entitled to deference.

 Addressing conflict issues in advance can speed bankruptcy court
approval of pre-packaged and pre-negotiated plans.
 Goal is to avoid delay of post-petition investigation of claims.

Use of bankruptcy directors to investigate and settle claims is efficient.

ARGUMENTS FOR BANKRUPTCY DIRECTORS
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 Evidence shows that bankruptcy directors do not appear to be independent; many
have long-standing ties to counsel or private equity sponsors.

 A recent study concluded that in 194 cases with bankruptcy directors, unsecured
creditor returns were 21% lower than cases without bankruptcy directors.
 Ellias et al., The Rise of Bankruptcy Directors, forthcoming article, USC Law Review (2022),

available at http://ssrn.com/abstract_id=3866669.
 Regression analysis shows difference is statistically significant.

 Use of bankruptcy directors did not result in faster cases.

 Bankruptcy directors frequently adverse to creditors committees, suggesting inherent
conflicts in role.

EMPIRICAL  RESULTS  REFUTE THE ARGUMENTS
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 Many bankruptcy directors are repeatedly employed; study identified 20 “super-
repeater directors” who averaged 17 cases each. One bankruptcy director was
engaged 31 times.

 Investment bankers (41%) and lawyers (19%) are most frequent bankruptcy directors.

 In 71% of cases studied, bankruptcy directors led restructuring efforts.

 Also typically tasked with investigating claims against equity sponsors and negotiating
restructuring terms.

WHO ARE THE BANKRUPTCY DIRECTORS?
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 Bankruptcy Code 1103(c)(2) provides that a committee may:
investigate the acts, conduct, assets, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor, the operation of the
debtor’s business…and any other matter relevant to the case or to the formulation of a plan.

 Committees may pursue estate claims where debtor unwilling or unable to litigate. See, Unsecured
Creditors Committee of Debtor STN Enterprises, Inc. v. Noyes (In re STN Enterprises), 779 F.2d 901 (2d
Cir.1985).

 Committees must obtain bankruptcy court approval to assert claims. In 2d Circuit, test is whether
committee alleges colorable claim and debtor in possession unjustifiably failed to bring suit.

 Use of bankruptcy directors contravenes Bankruptcy Code goal of relying on creditors committee to
police debtor conduct.

PREEMPTION OF CREDITORS COMMIT TEE  ROLE
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Where a small number of law firms and private equity firms control
appointment of directors, appointees have an incentive to satisfy the
gatekeepers.
 Appointment of bankruptcy directors not subject to external review or

creditor approval.
 Debtor’s existing directors can fill board vacancies, even newly-created seats.

No required disclosure of conflicts or ties to debtor/shareholders;
compare disinterestedness requirement under §327(a).
 Cases show that bankruptcy directors frequently adverse to creditors

committees.

INDEPENDENCE ISSUES
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Nine West planning chapter 11 filing in August 2017.
 Private equity owner concerned about potential creditor claims.
 More than $1 billion paid in pre-petition dividends.

 Board could not investigate or settle claims due to conflicts.
 Board appointed two bankruptcy director on eve of bankruptcy and told

court new directors would handle the claims.
 Creditors objected, arguing new directors were not impartial.

NINE WEST CASE STUDY
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 Creditors moved to commence their own investigation and litigation.
Nine West and new directors objected and sought control of claims.
 Bankruptcy court allowed new directors authority to pursue claims;

creditors committee alleged it was frozen out of investigation and
negotiation.
 Bankruptcy directors settled claims for $100 million.

NINE WEST (CONT.)
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 Payless was acquired for $2 billion by private equity in 2012.
 Payless was a retail chain that specialized in inexpensive footware. Most

of it stores were in shopping malls.
 In 2017, Payless filed chapter 11 case with $850 million in debt. Under its

plan, it eliminated $435 million in debt and closed many stores. Its plan
was confirmed in 8/17 and Payless claimed it had “substantial liquidity”.
 Before filing, Payless appointed Charles Cremens as its bankruptcy

director.

PAYLESS SHOES CASE STUDY
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 Bankruptcy directors may not conduct robust investigation:
 In Payless’s second chapter 11 case, director Cremens interviewed only 12 witnesses.
 Did not secure tolling agreements from private-equity sponsors who were targets of

potential claims.
 Did not retain solvency expert, which was critical to claim evaluation.
 Did not permit creditors committee to participate in investigation or negotiation of

settlement.
 Acknowledged that he was not an advocate for creditors; saw his role as a “mediator.”
 Payless opposed committee efforts to retain financial professionals and conduct its own

investigation.

 Although Payless confirmed a plan in August 2017, by February 2019 it was out
of liquidity; it filed a second chapter 11 case and liquidated.

PAYLESS:  ADEQUACY OF INVESTIGATION
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 Luxury retailer Neiman Marcus (NM) first acquired by private equity in
2005, then resold to new private equity owners for $6 billion in 2013.
 2013 deal resulted in overall debt load of $6 billion.
 In 2018, NM transferred profitable MyTheresa business to entity not

subject to creditor liens.
 Goal was to give private equity investors future value of asset.

NM filed for chapter 11 in 2020 to cut debt by $4 billion.
When NM filed, it sought a bankruptcy court order to shield private

equity sponsors from liability from MyTheresa transaction.

ADEQUACY OF  SET TLEMENT:  NEIMAN MARCUS
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 In chapter 11, NM tried to limit committee ability to investigate
MyTheresa transaction.
 Restructuring support agreement required chapter 11 exit within 120 days of

petition date.
 NM sought to limit committee budget for investigation.
 Appointed two directors one month before chapter 11 filing; Marc Beilinson and

Scott Vogel, both “super-repeaters”.
 Beilinson and Vogel tasked with dealing with all conflicts with private equity

sponsors, including MyTheresa transaction.
 Beilionson and Vogel each paid $250,000 initial fee and $500/hr. while working.

NEIMAN MARCUS: MYTHERESA
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 Creditor filed motion for an examiner to investigate MyTheresa transaction.
 NM opposed, saying Beilinson’s investigation was adequate.
 But bankruptcy court found Beilinson’s investigation not credible and his court

appearance was disastrous.
Money quote from bankruptcy judge David Jones about Beilonson’s

investigation:
“He needs to understand his job and he cannot simply give lip service, knowing a bunch of
buzzwords, and think that I’m going to accept that as evidence of someone doing their
job…I do not want to see a fiduciary to this estate every appear in front of me ever again
unprepared, uneducated and borderline incompetent.”

 Beilinson resigned shortly after that appearance.

MYTHERESA (CONT.)
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 After Beilinson’s resignation, creditors committee conducted its own
investigation, which valued MyTheresa at $1 billion.
 Before UCC filed a report, Vogel acknowledged that claims had merit and

that he was pursuing settlement without creditor committee
involvement.
 Six days later, Vogel announced $172 million settlement. Vogel told

insiders he would “force a settlement down [the committee’s] throat”.
 Committee reluctantly accepted settlement, but blasted the process,

said Vogel made offers that were collusive and “horrifyingly low.”
 Four months after settlement approved, NM took MyTheresa public for

$2.2 billion.

MYTHERESA (CONT.)
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 The UCC objected to the Debtor’s payment of a breakup fee and expense
reimbursement (to a stalking-horse bidder) that had been approved by the
independent director (and others).
 The Bankruptcy Court applied the business judgment standard and deferred to

the Independent Director’s opinion/approval that the $3.3 million breakup fee
and $885,000 expense reimbursement were reasonable:
 “Mr. Ray [the Chief Restructuring Officer] and Mr. Bartels [the Independent Director] made the best

possible decision they could have under the circumstances. It was a knowing decision. It was a
thoughtful decision. And I don't have to get to the point of whether it was right or wrong. They made
the best decision they could under the circumstances. They availed themselves of the available
information.”

 “Mr. Bartels, specifically, at all times, prudently exercised business judgment and made knowing,
intelligent, and thoughtful decisions.”

 “Again, they don't have to be right. And I'm not saying that they're wrong. But the standard is never
that they have to be right. It just has to be a knowing, intelligent, and thoughtful decision; and the
record is more than sufficient to reach that conclusion.”

BOUCHARD TRANSPORTATION CO.
6 3 9  B . R .  6 9 7  ( S . D.T E X . ,  J U N E  3 0 ,  2 0 2 2 )
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 In June 2022, the District Court affirmed the Bankruptcy Court’s
application of the business judgment standard to the independent
director’s decision to include pricey bid protections.
 The court did very little analysis of its own, instead accepting the

testimony of Mr. Bartels that these bid protections were standard and
summarily finding that “[t]he bid protections were a necessary
component of the agreement.”
 This case is currently on appeal to the Fifth Circuit.

BOUCHARD TRANSPORTATION CO. (CONT.)
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 Following a “severe liquidity crisis” and FTX Group’s retention of Sullivan & Cromwell as
bankruptcy counsel and Alvarez & Marsal as financial advisor, Sam Bankman-Fried agreed to
step aside as CEO on Nov. 11th.
 Mr. Bankman-Fried was replaced by John J. Ray III, as CEO, who received “all corporate

powers and authority,” including the power to appoint independent directors.
 Subsequently, independent directors with “appropriate experience” were appointed at each

of the main parent companies in the FTX Group to ensure proper governance throughout the
chapter 11 process.
 According to the first day declaration, those independent directors intend to hold joint board

meetings of the debtors on matters of common interest including: controls, asset protection
and recovery, investigation into claims against the founders and third parties, cooperation
with bankruptcy proceedings in other jurisdictions, and an eventual reorganization or sale.
 Each independent director will be paid $50,000 per month.

FTX TRADING LTD.
( B A N K R .  D .  D E L . ;  C A S E  N O .  2 2 - 1 1 0 6 8 )
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 Require disclosure by bankruptcy directors. Impose “disinterestedness”
test to require disclosure of:
 Number of prior bankruptcy directorships and names of cases.
 Compensation by debtor
 Ties to debtor’s counsel, investment bankers and other professionals.
 Ties to debtor’s private equity sponsors and controlling shareholders.

 Post-petition employment conditioned on bankruptcy court approval
after notice and a hearing.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
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 Involve creditors in selection of bankruptcy directors.
 In many cases, debtors engage in pre-petition discussions with creditors;

approving selection of directors could become part of negotiations.

Where there is no pre-bankruptcy negotiation over directors, require
hearing to determine if creditors approve of bankruptcy directors.
 Academics argue this is akin to shareholder vote because creditors hold fulcrum

security.
 Analogy made to retention of bankruptcy professionals for the estate.
 Academics say debtor choices should be approved only where there is rigorous

disclosure and overwhelming creditor support.

Where there is no creditor support, bankruptcy director views should not
be entitled to deference.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
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Steven Smith focuses his practice on complex corporate restructuring and
bankruptcy litigation, including in-court Chapter 11 and Chapter 15 cases and
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